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CHAPTER 6

Preserve Patient Privacy using Enhanced Secure framework (ESF) for    

E- health.

6.1 Introduction

Huge amounts of medical data generated from health care repositories are at risk of being

vulnerable to disclosure by unauthorized sources. Medical data related to patients is made

available through the internet, so as to benefit the therapeutic society by providing extended

service. But information over the Internet is at high risk against attacks and triggers security and

privacy concerns. Evolving technology is hindering unpredictable pullbacks in terms of threats,

mainly in cloud environments [70]. In current scenarios, health organizations are unable to

promise an absolute confidentiality service due to popping loopholes in technology. The

influence of various attacks highly impact and compromise the healthcare firewalls and originate

security breaches. Various approaches for handling the privacy issues contributed by researchers

rendered fruitful solutions but the quench for an optimal solution remains an unanswered

question. As an attempt to answer such security queries our work presents a reliable and optimal

solution addressing the security needs of health care data. The proposed Hybrid framework using

ABE with Anonymization based on access primitives of sensitive data presents enhanced results.

Medical and health care domain opts to be interesting area challenging researchers, in many

regions of medicine like Drug Repositioning, predicting diseases, and Drug prediction. The

contemporary work is based on treatment prediction related to a disease using various health data

repositories processed and available over the Internet. These health records analyzed by various

analysts of different organizations pose complex queries that question the privacy and security of

health care data. The reason for the origin of such security need rose from the fact that health

care data is forced to be outsourced to third parties causing a threat of overriding security needs

like confidentiality, restricted access control, Integrity, keyword privacy, authentication

requirements. On the other hand upcoming technologies for data exchange are attracting medical
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domain entities like Hospitals, Health Insurance firms, research labs for blending technology 

with health care health data termed as e-health. 

Electronic health owes to be a domain that combines public health and medical informatics with 

the corporate world via the internet with an intention to improve data analysis and evaluation of 

health care zone-wide and worldwide. The cloud succeeds in providing benefit over the network 

in enhancing and improving patient care by facilitating interaction with hospital authorities, 

doctors and providing patient data for analyzing and diagnosis the problem. E-Health supports 

research in disease-relevant treatment prediction with continuous monitoring of epidemics. Such 

analysis helps in reducing the cost of prediction and diagnosis instead of involving costly 

hardware, programs, and information storage at the hospital site. 

               

                   Figure 6.1 depicting the need for security in E-health scenario 

 Eventually, E-Health also discloses a few issues like intricacy, coordination, missing 

synchronization features, privacy complications in cloud environments, disparities related to 

social frameworks. The medical authorities in practice are encircled by various threats rising in 

digitalization [71]. 
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Despite numerous factors effecting e-health the highest priority is occupied by privacy concerns 

pertaining to confidentiality, user authentication and loss of data integrity against vulnerabilities. 

Health data in distributed environments over web aims at enhancing efficient detection of 

diseases with hands on privacy. Among different encryption schemes opted for medical data few 

are at compromise posing unpredictable consequences that are well addressed in our approach.  

The work carried out provides improved security considering enhanced ABE infusion with a 

mechanism for limited access to patient data depending on priory framed access policies for 

authenticated, constrained users and unauthorized users. Enhanced ABE furnishes efficient and 

enhanced throughput with a secure hash algorithm (SHA-1) for authentication and 

Anonymization. . The proposed technique dispenses improved performance in terms of 

reliability, accessibility, and effectiveness in securing patient health records in distributed 

environments. Obviously, the contributed architecture renders space for the preferred level of 

confidentiality, and authentication to health collates with personalized access in all medical 

scenarios. 

6.2 ABE (Attribute Based Encryption) 

ABE is a public key encryption technique, where the produced ciphertext is the result obtained 

based on the user's private key and sensitive values of user records. ABE encryption method 

generates plaintext at destination with decryption depending on user secret key and ciphertext 

also generated from attributes of multiple authorities in the communication scenario. The 

Algorithm explores attribute-based encryption with access control involving user private key. 

ABE with its features has its applications spread in many areas like vector-based interfaces for 

search engines, encryption for log information. The algorithm appears in two flavors one for a 

key policy called KP-ABE and the other for cipher policy CP-ABE which ensures user 

revocation. The KP-ABE involves generating user private key relying on the access tree structure 

enabling user priorities as important criteria and encryption process using algorithms like AES. 

The cipher text-based ABE encrypts data using secret keys extracted from sensitive attributes. 

ABE is a powerful tool with a profound mechanism in a cloud environment, supporting feasible 

and reliable key management with access rights as a crucial feature. Besides these advantages, it 

suffers from issues like effective attribute revocation mechanism, deficiency in key coordination, 
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key escrow issue, and problems concerning key revocation related to healthcare and hospital 

management systems. 

6.3 SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm) 

The hashing concept aids to ascertain the Message Integrity and authentication which are 

facilitated with the generation and validation of digital signatures [72]. It finds its usage in many 

domains like mail protocols, TTL, SSL, IPSec, and many more. The common form of the hash 

algorithm generates a 160-bit hash value that holds against Brute force attacks and man in the 

middle attack. Few other forms of available hash algorithms are SHA -2 and SHA-3. SHA-2 uses 

a set of six hash functions having message digests of length 224, 256, 384, and 512 bits 

respectively. Out of the above-mentioned SHA-256 and SHA 512 project exceptional features in 

terms of computation with 32 bit and 64 bits. The exception is in the basic XOR operations 

performed. SHA-2, the well-known algorithm needed to face a tough fight to endorse its 

Predecessor. SHA-3 successfully handles compatibility issues with other hashing algorithms. 

6.4 Anonymization 

Anonymization technique provides protection to sensitive data using the rearrangement and 

encryption technique. Therefore the plaintext stays anonymized zed supporting sharing and 

secure transmission among communication parties. But unfortunately, the transformed data will 

always not remain anonymous as time continues. Numerous techniques have come to light to 

disclose data using the process of de-anonymization. To stand such setbacks introduced by 

attackers several types of anonymity techniques termed t-closeness, p-sensitivity, k-Anonymity, 

and I-Anonymity persist. K- Anonymity uses cryptographic hash techniques and transpositions. 

An extension to the k metho

transmitted in distributed environments [73]

as a fraction.  

To handle all such loopholes caused by attackers, various forms of Anonymity techniques are 

available like k-Anonymity, I-Anonymity, t- closeness, p-sensitivity. In k-anonymity, 

anonymization is a crucial feature using certain cryptographic hashing and transposition 

methods. K- -anonymity framework for the 
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privacy with further extension to Human and Societal aspects. 

6.5 Implemented Approach 

The major issue of concern in the hospital management system is the confidentiality of health 

information that portrays the positive association of reliability among doctors and their patients. 

The health data accumulated in distributed environments is at the edge of being subjected to 

various security breaches with irrecoverable massive damage to users with their crucial and 

personal health data stored at un-trusted parties. An attempt to resolve such disparities by 

addressing the key issues is contributed in our work with a hybrid approach that resolves the 

aforementioned issues. 

The proposed framework is addressed below: 

Phase 1:  

The process initiates with the creation of heuristic metadata for the patient data. The attributes of 

inpatient data are considered for defining the access control structure. Various predefined 

threshold values for different sets of users employ the ABE technique. Access policy is 

elucidated based on the access structure and certified attributes define the block of plain text that 

needs to be decrypted for the user's sets with prior defined threshold values. Therefore the 

defined access policies dictate the permissions for patient records. 

Phase 2: 

In this phase, the blocks of plaintext are converted into ciphertext blocks using four phases in 

ABE considered as Setup, Key generation, Encryption, and Decryption. 

Setup: At the accomplishment of this phase, the system considers 2 groups Grp1 and Grp2 

depending on security fields with pr the prime value, th the threshold, and bi bilinear pairs. 
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The centralized party plays a key facilitating role by generating master key MK and public key 

modulo. 

Key generation: The authenticated party produces secret key Prk for users by using hash 

algorithm SHA-1 with enhanced Feistel structure where SHA1 transforms predefined values of 

attributes into matrix form ( u rows and v columns where u is the number of attributes and v is 

the size of hash output). 

The steps involved in the key generation process are discussed as 

 The process is initiated by reading attributes and generating a hash value 

 The resultant Matrix Buxv is further divided into B1, B2, B3, and B4. 

 Produce Leuxv and Riuxv by combining B1, B3, and B2, B4 respectively. 

 Left-side and Right-side values of the Feistel network perform calculations as below 

Dividing  Riuxv to partitions of equal  size matrices Rib and Ric. 

 Perform transposition techniques to the matrix which results in Ribuxv and Ricuxv and 

add them to Quxv. 

 ROuxv a resulting transpose of uxv 

 Revised Leuxv is ROuxv and Riuxv is the previous value of Leuxv until n holds the old 

value. 

 Output Kuxv = Leuxv || Riuxv. 

1. Process terminates. 

Encryption: The message is encrypted by secret key extracted from user attributes. 

Ci = Encrypt ( Pk, PT, A) where Pk is the public key generated from attributes , A = plaintext PT. 

Decryption: The Receiver decrypts Cipher text Ci using the Secret key Prk generated by hash 

function.ABE favors threshold operations over attributes for granting privileged access to user 

groups. 

Phase 3: 
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Among various groups of users with certain attributes, the groups of users with limited access are 

considered as restricted users and are subjected to the Anonymity technique with lower 

distortion. The k-anonymity technique averts from identity revelation. 

Algorithm for ( Anonymity : 

Input: Raw table  

Output: Anonymized hybrid table. 

 1. Initialization stage 

 Create users for input in vector form and an array list of different users taken into 

 dissimilarity matrix DSMT with distances. 

2.  Anonymization at the Client-side  

 1. Calculate DSMT. 

 2. Initialize false value for points considered and opt a point Po with Cc as the centroid of 

some user user Cj and mark this point as true. 

 3. Next, step Consider false points as the minimum distance from Cc, with social 

attributes SAT. 

 4. Add the above point to Po, and evaluate the frequency against Anonymization 

parameter ka. 

 If (frequency of (SAT) < ka) 

 

               { 

                    Consider and redefine the centroid; 

                } 

               Else 

                    Avert; 

 4. Repeat the process for points in Cc and return. 

 5. Aggregate un-clustered points to the closest one 

  If  (1, K1) anonymity of user satisfactory 

    Accept 

   Else 

   {  

    Reject 
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   }  

3. Anonymity at the Server 

1. Examine the closest user sets np, np2 in the client end matrix generated. 

2. Integrate np1and np2. 

3. length of v=np1+np2. 

4. Calculate visualization vector P* u with an access structure TA. 

5. Tx defines the sub-tree with x as the root of the  tree TA. 

If root node is rn  within T= Trn,  Attri set =ae obeying the access policy of Tx 

              Tx (e) =1  

   If x is the leaf node of the tree  and attribute attri (x)             

              Tx ( e) =1  

        Else  

             Approve   sub- nodes. 

 

6. If each user confines the (a2, k2) anonymity 

{ 

Repeat the process  

} 

 } 

Depending on the Anonymity level and the predefined threshold values for the attributes in the 

access tree structure, the data are delivered in Plain text and the remaining blocks are 

Anonymized. 

 

Encryption and Decryption Process 

 

Let M be the size of plaintext and N is the defined access structure. The computations considered 

for developing the access structure are AND operation. The time complexity of key generation in 

the proposed framework includes two exponentials b and c in our algorithm, and two 

calculations are O(n2). Besides the size of the secret key Sk is considered to be unchanged and 

attributes considered by our Hybrid approach are two which degrades the load of generating a 

huge number of secret keys by reducing the traffic for faster decryption process O(n). 
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Additionally, the time complexity of encryption algorithm and ciphertext size specify the valid 

access of enhancing encryption efficiency and exchanging of rearranged text with a fewer 

number of valid access rather than considering the number of attributes and hence (N+1) 

computations. N denoting the number of considered paths based on encryption and ciphertext 

range. Eventually, Encryption and Decryption are both modular exponentiations of plain text or 

cipher text modulo n. Therefore the total time complexity of our proposed approach simplifies to 

O(n).  

When an Anonymization scheme is considered the key generation initiates with security 

complexity based on the polynomial in the size of the input. As the size of the secret key is fixed 

it contributes to O(1). As the plaintext of the proposed algorithm is divided into 2 different parts 

which are encrypted simultaneously and a max of them is considered. Therefore the Time 

co

O(log(n)+n+2n+2+3) ]. log(n)+n refers to the time complexity of XOR operation, 2n+2 refers to 

time complexity of loops and 3 refers to variables (negligible). Hence the time complexity 

) AND O(log(n)+n+2n+2+7)], which reduces to O(log(n)+log(2n3) +2n), further summarized to 

O(n). So, the total time complexity yields to O(n).  

6.6 Conclusion: 

The work addresses the need for securing patients' sensitive information by taking into 

consideration the level of access permissions. Despite numerous solutions proposed by 

researchers in areas of healthcare and e-Health few setbacks in terms of security prevailed in the 

medical domain. The significance of security and privacy in e-health is increasing day by day as 

huge data is generated in the process of treatments pertaining to medical issues and cases of 

patients like hospitals and clinics. This data is outsourced for several reasons at the risk of 

security. Hence security for patient data is provided by the Enhanced Security Framework 

algorithm which is patient-centric offering secure storage and administration of data related to 

diseases, treatment, fee details, etc. The algorithm preferred for encrypting the data is ABE in 

combination with SHA-1 and Anonymization technique. The proposed is an amplified 
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qualitative method with SHA-1 and refined Feistel structure participating in key generation 

process enhancing the security features in restricted user access environments. Moreover, the 

user groups falling into restricted access are handled using Anonymization techniques. The 

proposed technique renders reduced Encryption time, decryption time, and improved time 

complexity when compared to other existing methods. 

  


